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Book 1  Jack

Jack

ASL meets Braille
There once was a boy named Jack.
Jack lived with his mom.
They had a cow and would sell the milk.

Have cow sell milk
One day, the cow stopped making milk.

Cow milk stop make
Mom told Jack, “Go and sell the cow.”
Book 2 Beans

Jack

ASL meets Braille
An old man asked to buy Jack’s cow.
The old man wanted to trade magic beans for the cow.

Man say beans magic
Jack said, “Yes” and took home the magic beans.

Jack yes magic beans go home
Mom got mad at Jack and threw the magic beans out the window.

Mom mad beans throw
Mom told Jack, “Go to bed! No dinner for you.”
Book 3  Climb

Jack

ASL meets Braille
That night the beanstalk grew so tall.

Night beanstalk grow tall
The next day, Jack climbed the beanstalk high up into the clouds.
Jack saw a castle.

Jack see castle
He knocked on the door. A lady answered, and Jack asked her for food.

Knock lady please food
A mean giant yelled, “No!”
Book 4 Giant

Jack

ASL meets Braille
The giant smelled something yummy.

Giant smell something
The giant said, “I am so hungry!”
The giant wanted to eat a Jack sandwich.
Jack ran!
Book 3  Gold
Jack
ASL meets Braille

Book 5  Gold
The lady helped Jack hide.
The giant fell asleep.
Jack stole the gold.
Jack climbed down the beanstalk.
Jack climbed up the beanstalk again.
Jack saw a goose that laid golden eggs.

Goose make eggs gold
The giant woke up and saw Jack!

Giant awake see Jack
Jack ran with the goose.
Book 7  Ax

Jack

ASL meets Braille
The giant chased Jack.
Jack yelled down, “Mom, get the ax!”
Jack chopped down the beanstalk.
The giant fell from high in the sky and ran away.

Giant fall
Jack, Mom, and the goose were very happy!
Guide

With textured braille to touch and feel, this primer book is perfect for learning braille, especially for ASL users.

This book is part of the Jack primer series.

Subscribe to ASL meets Braille on Youtube to be notified of future books and series.